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Latest News
Training
training takes place every Wednesday at Power League, Wallington. The session
normally starts at 7pm. Keep your eyes peeled on Facebook & Twitter for updates.

OLD WILSONIANS’ ASSOCIATION SPORTS CLUB
Terms & Conditions for hire of facilities
To all Sports Club Hirers:

Recruitment
A new season brings with it the
opportunity to encourage new
members to join the club. Make
sure you are contacting anyone
returning from university. As
always we are desperately
looking for Goalkeepers, so if
you know someone who is
handy, or even just willing to go
in goal, please reach out to
them and pass their details on
to the captains.

OWFC AGM 2017
This years AGM took place on the 4th July with
14 people turning up to have their say on the
future of the OWFC. The main issues discussed
were the amendments to the constitution.
Those present unanimously voted in favour of
amending rule 5(a) to include “brothers” in the
definition of an Old Boy, while an amendment
to rule 5(b), allowing two committee members
of the OWFC Junior FC to recommend players
to join the OWFC, was passed with a vote of
12-2. It was also agreed (13-1) that subs for
2017 would increase from £120 to £125.

OWFC Drop a side
During the off-season we were unable to find a replacement captain for the 4th XI.
In addition to this they were set to lose at least 5 regular players. The decision
was therefore taken, and agreed by the league, to fold the 4th XI team. This
means that the 5th XI through to 9th XI become the 4th XI through to 8th XI. This
doesn’t affect any leagues teams will play in this season, but will impact the cups
that sides are entered in. Whilst it is a shame to lose one of our sides it should
help aid selection, so hopefully we are no longer scrambling for players late on a
Friday evening.

The cost to hire the club facilities

£200.00

We require a breakages/cleaning deposit

£50.00

We require a kitchen use deposit

£50.00

If an extension after midnight is requested
extra hour

£100.00 per

Corkage will be charged per bottle

@£8.00

All moneys are to be received by the OWA at least 1 month
before event. We politely request there be no decorations
on the honours boards. No use of party poppers, spray
string, table confetti or similar. If the club-house-bar and/
or kitchen are left in need of cleaning, the appropriate
deposit will be forfeited.
NB:
The Association relies heavily on hiring out the
Clubhouse to increase its revenue from which we all
benefit. The above outlines our terms and conditions, so
please pass on to anyone your think may be interested or,
indeed, yourself – many Old Wilsonians have already held
functions in our Clubhouse.
For more details, please contact Anton Snowsill:
antonsnowsill@hotmai.com

Fixtures and Results
Classified Results – 9th September
1st XI
2
2
West Wickham
Goals: Steadford, K., Osborn, A. MoM: Carruthers, B.
City of London
2
3
3rd XI
Goals: Williams, M., Bonsels, G., Carruthers, J.
MoM: Williams, M.
4th XI
3
2
West Wickham
Goals: Gilson, T., Watson, C., Stanley, W. MoM: Watson, C.
5th XI
2
1
Merton
Goals: Small, J., Dyki, C. MoM: Breen, J.
6th XI
2
0
South Bank Cuaco
Goals: Jeevan, G., Wicks, S. MoM: Wicks, S.
7th XI

6

2

8th XI

Goals: 7XI - Dhariwal, M. (2), Kirby, P., Stride, J. (2), Cheshire, S.
8XI - Steel, A., Hamilton, D.
MoM: 7XI - Not reported. 8XI - Nicholas, M.

Fixtures– 16th September
2nd XI

14-00
League - Hayes

Civil Service

Old Tiffinians 2nd XI

14-00
AFA

3rd XI

Ibis Eagles

14-00
League

4th XI

HSBC

14-00
League

5th XI

6th XI

14-00
League - Hayes

City of London 3rd XI

Bank of England 5th XI

14-00
SALC

7th XI

Merton 7th XI

12-00
SALC

8th XI

OWFC Vets
1
1
Lloyd's of London Vets
Goals: Karamath, J MoM: Not Reported

Proud sponsors of Old Wilsonians FC;
10% discount for all OWFC members
when they eat at the restaurant

Match Reports
Pre-Season Top Scorers:

Match Reports Table:
Team
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
5th XI
6th XI
7th XI
4th XI
8th XI

Playe
RS RSL NR
d
6
5
1
0
4
4
0
0
4
3
1
0
3
3
0
0
3
3
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

Points
16
12
10
9
9
6
3
3

Points
Dropped
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

Response %
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Scorer
Goals
Bonsels, G
1
Carruthers, J
1
Dyki, C
1
Gilson, T
1
Jeevan, G
1
Osborn, A
1

Small, J
Stanley, W
Steadford,
K
Watson, C
Wicks, S
Williams, M

1
1
1
1
1
1

CITY OF LONDON 1ST XI 2 – 3 OWFC 3RD XI – 3XI GET OFF TO WINNING START WITH HARD-FOUGHT VICTORY
After some strong pre-season performances, the 3s began their league campaign with optimism and, despite some particularly wayward
shooting in the warm-up which posed genuine danger to the kids playing behind the goal, confidence was high when the game kicked-off.
The first half an hour was very even with both teams struggling to control the ball on a bouncy surface. Towards the end of the half the 3s won
a succession of corners but keeping the deliveries away from City of London’s giant centre back was proving difficult and no real chances
resulted.
The breakthrough came 5 minutes before half-time as the 3s broke quickly and Dan Searle found John Carruthers who played in Matt
Williams on the edge of the box and his left shot across the keeper found the top corner. The message was then to keep things tight until halftime and go in 1-0 up. An expert ‘accidental’ foul by Luca Picciano as their striker was running through on goal helped the 3s to achieve this,
although the resulting free-kick was unfortunate to clip the crossbar.
Continued on next page…

Match Reports
(CITY OF LONDON 1ST XI 2 – 3 OWFC 3RD XI continued)
A reshuffle at half-time meant that Joe Kirby dropped in to right-back after injury to Josh Mackley and the second half began similarly to the
first. About 10 minutes in City of London equalised from a corner which found the head of the aforementioned giant centre back 6 yards out to
make it 1-1. Almost instantly they were in again and Matt Ballard had to make a smart save at the striker’s feet to keep the scores level.
That seemed to provide a wake-up call to the 3s who took control of the game from there. 5 minutes later a ball down the line from Joe Kirby
caused panic at centre back and the defender could only clear as far as John Carruthers whose shot was well saved at close range. From the
corner however the 3s went ahead as the delivery was only partially cleared to Gary Bonsels 20 yards out. Still with a lot to do and a bouncing
ball to deal with his shot was whipped into the near post and left the keeper no chance.
At this point the 3s were dominating in midfield and excellent work from Chibu Akpakwu and Ricky Martin stopped City of London creating
anything. Dan Searle was causing problems running at tiring defenders and the 3rd goal duly came. Another ball down the line from Joe Kirby
was flicked on by Dan Searle to Matt Williams. The low cross into the six yard box was tucked away by John Carruthers giving the 3s a two
goal lead with 20 minutes to play.
During that time the 3s defence soaked up the pressure with Matt Perkins and Dave Beer giving their striker’s no space or time on the ball
and the 3s did not look like conceding from open play. City of London did pull one back however through a set-piece, another goal for the
giant centre back although this time with his feet as a deflected shot was saved into his path and he tapped in.
The effort to see out the game was led by Matt Ballard who strongly advised the team to “get up the pitch” at his goal kicks. Unfortunately
more often than not this was simply to get a better view of the ball sailing out of play and reset to defend a throw-in in our half. The final
whistle did come however and the 3s held on to get the season off to a great start.
Team:- Ballard, Mackley, Perkins, Beer, Picciano, Martin, Akpakwu, Kirby, Newman-Sanders, Williams, Carruthers. Subs:- Bonsels, Searle.
MOM – Williams
Written by Matt Rand

Match Reports
OWFC 1st XI 2 – 2 WEST WICKHAM
Our first league game of the season threw up a local derby with West Wickham at Fortress Hayes which would be sure to be a tough test. A young
squad lined up for the first game, with a number of the 'old guard' out at Oz Akkaya's wedding.
After a solid pre-season, skipper Dan Sellman continued to set up a 442 diamond formation impressing the need to keep the ball and to keep a high
tempo, both completely alien to most Wilsonian footballers. However, OWs made an extremely bright start with Giles and Brats working well
together getting in behind, and Giles threatening with a long drive early on. Wilsons were dominating the early phase of play and a cross from the left
should have seen a goal from Sellman making a late run. As the half went on West Wickham got back into it, the game started to become stretched
and WW probably should have scored with a number of counter attacks and good opportunities from set pieces, one hitting the bar. However, Ed
Healy who looked solid in goal helped OWs go in at the break level.
OWs started the second half well, and the deadlock was broken on 60 mins with some good phases of play leading to Ben Carruthers getting to the
byline and pulling back for Kieran Steadford to score. Ten minutes later OWs doubled their lead when a free kick was met at the back post by Josh
John and Ali Osborne pounced to bundle home on the line.
2-0 up with ten to play should have been job done. However, all of the composure that Wilsonians had shown for the previous 80 minutes went out
the window. West Wickham started to put the pressure on and with about 5 to go got a goal back. Good work down the left saw a cut back to their
striker who slotted the ball calmly home. With two minutes to go Wilsons conceded a soft free kick and with the ball in, pinballing around the box after
hitting the post, it fell to their centre back who dispatched from short range into the top corner.
A gutting way to finish the game, but in fairness West Wickham probably deserved a point with their front three looking sharp for most of the game
and they will take points from a lot of teams in this league. A lot of positives to take from the game though, and sets us up for a good season and
away trip next week to new boys Tooting and Merton Wandsworth who are a completely unknown after dropping down from the Combined Counties
League.
MOM: Good performances from Osborne, Steadford, Healy and Shaw but MOM went to Ben Carruthers who was excellent in the 10 role and was
involved in most of OWs threat going forward.
Written by Nick Williams

Match Reports
OWFC 4TH XI 3 – 2 WEST WICKHAM
The new-look 4th XI managed to mount a 0-2 comeback to beat West Wickham 3-2. We were unlucky not to take the lead within 5
minutes after having a tap in from Cejay ruled out for a foul. The bad luck continued when Jack Shelton poked the ball past his own
keeper to give West Wickham the lead, which they then doubled shortly after.
The 4s never gave up and Tyler started to stretch the defence with some intelligent runs and quick passing. One such run resulted
in a free kick, which Tyler duly dispatched into the far corner just before half time.
Stand-in skipper Elliot gave some words of encouragement, and we came flying out of the blocks – Cejay breaching the West
Wickham defence and tucking home after a quality through ball from Tyler. The comeback was complete when Will reacted
quickest to blast into the roof of the net from close range.
With plenty of time on the clock, and heavy legs fraught with cramp, we wheezed (and in some cases vomited) through the
remaining half hour to see the game through and notch up our first league win of the year.
Team: Dan Hall, Jack Shelton, Elliot Tiffin, Aaron Langley, Richard Rose, Will Stanley, Matt Rand, Stu Dunk, Jimmy Taylor, Tyler
Gilson, Cejay Watson
MoM: Cejay Watson
Written by Cejay Watson

Match Reports
OWFC 5TH XI 2 – 1 MERTON
On a bright September afternoon, the 5th XI finally got their long-anticipated league campaign underway against Merton
5th XI. After suffering the anguish of relegation on Goal difference last term, and with new management with several new
additions to the squad, there was an air of optimism about their chances of a title challenge this season.
This new expectation seemed to weigh heavy on the shoulders of the team in the first 15 minutes as they struggled to
gain a foothold in the game and to hold on to possession. Merton on the other hand started brightly, holding on to the ball
well and having a lot of possession in the 5s half, however they failed to create any clear-cut opportunities.
As the 5s started to adjust to their new 4-4-2 formation, they started to create chances on the counter attack. With Merton
exposed at the back, Jay Breen found Jon Small just outside the right-hand corner of the penalty area, after taking a
touch and composing himself, he clipped his shot into the top left-hand corner, leaving the keeper absolutely no chance.
1-0 to the 5s.
Having taken the lead, the 5s settled into the game and began to create and spurn a number of chances. First Ben
Linforth couldn’t quite beat the keeper after rounding 2 defenders in the box and then Chris Charman’s cross alluded 2
Old Wilsonian’s players queuing up at the back post. With just 5 minutes left of the half, Merton were an awarded a
freekick 30 yards out. The ball just made it over the wall and was headed straight for the bottom left hand corner of the
net, until George Young got down quickly to turn it round the post. That drew an end to the first half with the 5s leading 1-0
and very much in the ascendancy.
Continued on next page…

Match Reports
(OWFC 5TH XI 2 – 1 MERTON continued)
The second half started much the same way as the first half had ended, with the 5s in control. More chances came and went, as the 5s
seemed to be unable to pull the trigger at the right time in front of goal. The Merton keeper, who had been quick off his line all day, cleared to
Jay Breen on the half way line who tried an audacious first time Volley that ended up high wide and handsome. 5 minutes later a similar
sequence of events led to the ball falling to Chris Dyki on the left-hand side of the pitch a full 40 yards from goal, Dyki took a touch before
chipping the ball over the keeper and into the top of the net, to give the 5s a well-deserved 2-0 lead.
Merton were failing to create any real chances or get the ball forward as Chris Billings and Paul Smith at the heart of the 5s defence continued
to win every ball. With 15 minutes left Merton won a corner, which the 5s failed to clear fully and a shot from the edge of the box trickled
towards the bottom right hand corner, in a cruel twist of fate, Dyki’s mishit clearance came back off the bar and hit Young to give Merton a
lifeline.
The 5s continued to press and create good openings, with both Breen and Dyki going close to sealing the match for the 5s. With 10 minutes
left Ash Phakey was brought on to shore up the midfield, with the 5s going 4-5-1. This seemed to have the desired effect until Phakey was
caught on the ball and Merton’s centre mid played an unbelievable 50-yard ball with the outside of his boot, splitting the 5s defence wide
open. As the Merton forward bared down on goal, one on one with the keeper, it looked certain that the 5s would be unjustly robbed of
opening day victory, however Young had other ideas as he raced from his line to close the angles and then made a fantastic save down to his
left.
That was the last significant action of the game, meaning the 5s secured a well-deserved 2-1 victory to start the season. There were good
signs that life under newly appointed Jamie Moniz, may be significantly more successful than his predecessor, with several new signings
having a big impact on the opening fixture. Life looks bright for the 5s….
Team: George Young (GK), Chris Charman, Paul Smith, Chris Billings, Jamie Moniz, Jon Small, Josh Cotter, Ash Phakey, Chris Dyki, Ben
Linforth, Jay Breen, Steve Moniz, Kevin Fowler
Goal scorers: Jon Small, Chris Dyki
MoM: Jay Breen
Written by Chris Charman

Match Reports
OWFC 6TH XI 2 – 0 SOUTH BANK CUACO 5TH XI - New look 6XI off to a solid start
The first league game of the season for the new 6XI came with neither of the two team captains available as they kayak across Scotland. This
meant that Steve Wicks had to be stand in captain and his pre match team talk was not as confident as Eglon's usually is, not helped by the
fact he had only played one pre season friendly and had already forgotten everyone's names...
We started well trying to play slick passing football, with the Gunnell brothers confident in possession at the back. We just couldn't seem to
connect well in the final third which came from us trying to be too clever at times and not playing the simple pass. It looked like we would have
luck from set pieces with Jeevan putting in numerous excellent deliveries from corners but Old Wilsonians just couldn't get their head to the
ball.
South Bank had a target man up top who was given too much time on the ball at first but as Old Wilsonians got sorted out at the back his
influence on the game became less and less. Page helping out in goal didn't have a lot to do but held the ball well when called upon.
The breakthrough came with some good play down the right from Mander with the ball played into the box and then a South Bank defender
clearly using his hand to keep the ball away from the Old Wilsonian's attackers, penalty given. Despite a very unsportsmanlike shout from a
South Bank midfielder in an attempt to distract, JEEVAN stepped up confidently to bury the ball in the bottom left corner. 1-0.
Continued on next page…

Match Reports
(OWFC 6TH XI 2 – 0 SOUTH BANK CUACO 5TH XI continued)
Old Wilsonians continued to improve after the goal keeping the ball well which frustrated our opponents. They gave away a needless foul on
our right hand side which Jeevan whipped in to the far post where WICKS lost his marker and stooped low to head past the forthcoming
'keeper. 2-0.
The second half was harder as we were playing up hill but our confidence on the ball kept our opponents frustrated. As South Bank changed
formation towards the end and our legs started to tire, Page had a few more saves to make and Wicks made an excellent last ditch sliding
tackle inside the box. Everyone gave their all until the very end and the willingness to play the game our way and pass the ball around meant
that the win and the clean sheet never looked in doubt.
An excellent performance to start the season with which has led to the fans asking if the team really need Eglon and Adams to lead them this
year.
Team:
Kris Page, Michael Crombie, Steven Wicks, Will Gunnell, David Gunnell, Josh Hyams-Parish, Sam Fairhurst, Gowtham Jeevan, Jordan
Mander, John Jones, Callum Wrenn-Smith, Karam Saggu, James Stride.
MOM: S. Wicks
Written by Steven Wicks

Match Reports
OWFC 7TH XI 6 – 2 OWFC 8TH XI - A classic unclassico
We began the day with no keeper and for once multiple centre backs... Four!! Sits raised his hand and got the gloves on
for the match. I'd like to say we dominated the opening 15 playing neat football and defending well as a unit, breaking up
play and using the wide Hayes pitch to our advantage. With all the possession and play we weren't able to break the
stubborn 8's defence. The final ball was lacking and it took three quick passes from back to front to allow DHARIWAL in
for his first of the day. Soon after a similar move led to KIRBY finding his way into the box and grabbing a goal. Frankly
there should have been more and whilst we were dangerous, we just could not capitalise on our chances. 2-0.
Then the classicness of an unclassico decided to present itself in the second half. I don't think either team were really at
their best in this half and there were some truly classic passages of play with the ball going all over the place like in a
pinball machine. The 8s found some impetus and took the first 15 minutes of the second half and really got the ball down
and pressed our defence. They were able to get in over our defence on a couple of occasions however it was lazy
passing at the back that led to the 8s opening their account. We had to score... and that's what we did, another ball down
the middle and STRIDE fired it at goal with the keeper unable to keep hold. Soon after DHARIWAL added with his second
of the game and really that should have been game over. A little bit if magic from their winger gave the 8s a lifeline. A
quick cut and and a curling shot into the top corner made it 4-2 to the 7s. 4-2.
Another three pass move with Sentamu getting the ball over the defence to STRIDE made it five and CHESHIRE was
able to get the ball down the middle to kill the game. Nevertheless the 8s kept plugging away and our energy from the 7s
was zapped. We were lacking some fitness and that showed as we were being bombarded by yellow shirts. We held our
own however and saw put a 6-2 win. Onto the league... 6-2.
Team: S.Amankwah, Patel, Mitchener, Ingamels, Desu, Kirby, Dhariwal, Shelton, Ojo, Stride, Cheshire, Sentamu
Written by Himesh Patel

Match Reports
OWFC 7TH XI 6 – 2 OWFC 8TH XI - The 9s are dead, long live the 8s!
A friendly “clasico” is a great way to start the season, especially in the sunshine on Hayes. It was a slightly makeshift
team with several players playing outside of their natural positions, and with most of us severely lacking match fitness, it
was no surprise that the 7s dominated the first half, going 2 up by half-time, even if we could have done better with both
goals.
The second half was much improved, with excellent possession and build-up play. Andy Steel missed a glorious chance
with only the keeper to beat, but made up for it a minute later. Their keeper received a back pass when he didn’t want it,
Andy closed him down, won the ball and tapped into an empty net.
At 2-1 we felt we could get something out of the game, but our high defensive line proved dangerous, and the 7s scored a
couple in quick succession. We got one more back when debutant Dylan Hamilton scored an absolute belter from the
edge of the box – he swears it was a shot, not a cross!
We tired badly in the closing stages and conceded 2 more. However, it was good to score more than 1 in a game for the
first time in a while, and it gives us some confidence going into next week’s cup tie against Merton.
MoM: Mervin Nicholas
Team: Andrew Hoffmann, Roddy Trompiz, Mervin Nicholas, Matt Hallett, Martin De Sousa, Luke Curran, Aubrey Cruz,
Adam Barber-Welch, Mark Mace, Harry Coninx, Andy Steel, Dylan Hamilton, Armani Hamilton
Written by Roddy Trompiz

All Our Yesterdays
Classified Results, September 12th 1992
Clapham Old
1
1st Xl
Xvariians
Old Reigatians
2
2nd Xl
Palace

2

Oldham Athletic

– 25 years ago

2 Paton, Pilgrim.M
5 Chapman (2), Tarn, Boxall,
Prince
2 Armstrong (2)

GOAL HIGHLIGHTS FROM 1st Xl GAME - which kicked off at 10-30 a.m
The second half began and, after 15 minutes of intense pressure, the boil on Doug Forbes’ bum burst and things began to flow. We won a corner,
which was flighted into the box by Si’ Elliott and “FOSSIL” was there at the far post to lash into the net from ten yards.
We then proceeded to play with great fluidity, verve, style and gusto and a move which began at the back, and moved to the middle, ended with
‘TEFAL’ PATON finishing off in grand style. The final score was 2-1, with chances falling to both sides and plenty of food for thought for both sides.
Written by Jason Trout
Lake Pilgrim.M Forbes.D Boxall Graham Elliott Burgess McGeever Murray. I Trout Paton
NB: Astute readers will not that a number of players appeared in both the 1st and 2nd Xls. This was due to the early kick-off of the 1st Xl’s game
Continued on next page…

All Our Yesterdays

– 25 years ago

2NDS RESPOND TO SKIPPER’S STRONG WORDS Old Reigatians 2 2nd Xl 5
Our first get together after three months ended in a pretty comprehensive victory against Reigatians’ 2nd Xl. However, we started very badly and did
not play any football at all and, worse still, did not want to compete against a side nowhere near as good as us.
After about 25 minutes we were awarded a penalty when Nick Tarn was held down and RICK CHAPMAN duly converted, but this fortunate lead did
not spur us on to perform anywhere near as well as it should have done and Reigate pressed forward for an equaliser and were rewarded when a
speculative shot from 25 yards found the top corner. The first half ended shortly afterwards and we were then subjected to an entirely justified
roasting from Kevin Law.
The half-time team talk did, in fact, make us start playing football and after about ten minutes NICK TARN ran on to a through ball to slot home. We
continued to press forward and MALCOLM BOXALL put us 3-1 up with a well-taken goal. For the majority of the second half we dominated and
played some good, controlled football and extended our lead when GRAHAM PRINCE scored out best goal of the game. He controlled the ball well
on his left-hand side of the box, skipped round a challenge and curled his shot into the top right-hand corner via the post.
Reigatians then pulled a goal back – due to a mistake by Alex Reeves – and it brought some life back into the home side. However, we managed to
respond and scored when a strong run from Rolan Townson ended with him being brought down in the box, RICK CHAPMAN converting his second
penalty to make the final score 5-2.
If we are going to be successful this season we must compete for 90 minutes every week to a man and not, as Kevin put it at half-time, have four or
five men not wanting to know and showing little interest!
Written by Alex Reeves
Reeves Udale Wood Prince Mole.N Boxall (Forbes.A) Law Townson Murray.I (Forbes.D) Chapman Tarn
Quote of the week
Overheard at a news-stand in Menorca
“Oh good; the English papers have arrived, What’s happened with Fergie’s tits?”
“A bit better, They beat Notts Forest 2-0”

Words from “The Cat”
Old Wilsonian and after dinner speaker and entertainer Bob “The Cat” Bevan shares his article that is also published in the Non-League Paper
FERRING THE WORST?
By Bob “the Cat” Bevan
I must have a car crash mentality. They say that’s the only reason people go to motor racing. Every week I like to look at the tables in the NLP to see
who is shipping most goals.
But nothing compares to Ferring FC who play in the third tier of the Macron Southern Combination (formerly Sussex County League).
I spotted them in the first game of last season.
They lost 18-0 and their other three games in August were defeats by 15-1, 9-2 and 18-1.
This is not Mickey Mouse football. This is Senior County level. They’re in the Pyramid.
September saw three defeats – 18-0, a near win at 3-0 and 9-0. October defeats were 12-1, a surprise 5-3, 5-0, 11-0 and 13-1.
Even playing for my Old Wilsonians 7th XI I only let in double figures once – 14-1 to Merton 5ths.
November was 8-0, 7-1 and 16-1 and December 5-0, 5-1, 13-0 and 14-0 on Boxing Day.
Surely they must give up soon? I waited for those sad words “record expunged” but they never came.
January had three 8-0s and a 13-0 and February two 12-0s and a 17-0.
Are they really going to get through the season? Not hampered by any cup runs they did.
Continued on next page…

Words from “The Cat”
Two games in March 11-2 and 7-0.
In that last game and 28th defeat in 28 games they hit the magic 300 goals conceded mark scoring just 14 at the other end.
Surely the league will relegate them I thought but to my amazement they kicked off the new season. No new teams applied and with just 15 sides,
one short of the preferred number, they were allowed to stay
They started this season much better. Losing 4-1, 8-0 and 3-0.
I just had to go and see them for myself. So I called the Chairman Deanne Culver and he said I was very welcome. It seems the club, founded in
1951, was the love of his late father’s life and he is determined to keep it going.
Three season ago they were second, although no hope of going up without floodlights or much chance of ever getting planning permission, and even
had a reserve side. Last season they lost most of the players and had to call on whoever they could including some members of the juniors where
they run 16 sides.
Who was the goalkeeper? “We didn’t have a dedicated ‘keeper.” said Deanne. Why am I not surprised?
So eight days ago I was there for the home clash with Rottingdean Village. Deanne seemed too busy to watch and when he did look at the game he
was about 75 yards away from the line.
When it started it was so even I had to ask which team was which. I had expected it to be obvious but not all. In fact the game was of a far higher
quality than I had expected.
Continued on next page…

Words from “The Cat”
It seems two managers have come in – Carl Stocker and Mark Burgess. They fancied managing a Saturday side having done Sundays, had come
from Littlehampton and brought new players in. Luck was not on Ferring’s side when one of their players broke a wrist which was the sixth bad injury
already this season.
Burgess played and won the penalty from which Ferring took the lead. Was history about to be made? No. Rottingdean scored twice in the last ten
minutes for a win they hardly deserved. Ferring piled on the pressure near the end including two throws from penalty-scorer Kevin Gillard which were
among the longest I have seen at any level.
I tried to talk to Burgess afterwards and while he expressed huge admiration for last season’s diehards he wasn’t too interested in talking to me.
I went to say goodbye to a referee, not unacquainted with the odd pie and who had handled the game well, especially with only club linesmen, to
Deanne’s Mum, who was on the bar, and then Deanne who was taking up the crowd barriers and the goals.
“How do you get players to join a team with a record like yours?” I asked. “I assume it’s not because of Mark Burgess’s sunny disposition?” He
laughed and said that there are players who want to say they play at County level and said when all the injuries clear up he was hoping to get near
the top.
Where would football be without guys like him? If you ever hear that they have folded it will be because he is no longer there.

Contact Us
Where to find us
Old Wilsonians
Hayes Hill
Hayes
Kent, BR2 7HT
Tel: 020 8462 2600
Closest Rail Station – Hayes (Kent) 14 min walk

Social Media
Website: www.oldwilsonians.com
Twitter: @oldwilsonians
Facebook: OWFC Facebook
Group (Members Only)

Team
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
4th XI
5th XI
6th XI
7th XI
8th XI
Vets
Super Vets
Selection
Secretary

Name
Daniel Sellman
John Howe
Ricky Martin
Pat Matthews
Jamie Moniz
Edward Adams &
James Eglon
Kek Amankwah
Roddy Trompiz
Lee Reid
Al Forbes
Joe Kirby

Roll of Honour
Life President:
Treasurer:
President:
Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Club Captain:

Mike Harris
Alex Forbes
Richard Smart
Jamie Parkinson
Jamie Parkinson
Neil Kendrick

Email Address
danielsellman@talktalk.net
jhowe@esherhigh.surrey.sch.uk
richard.martin@britvic.com
pmatthews89@outlook.com
jamesmoniz@hotmail.com
edadams877@gmail.com
eggyowfc@gmail.com
Mr_keks@hotmail.com
rodrigotrompiz@yahoo.co.uk
reid.1@btinternet.com
alexforbes46@hotmail.co.uk
josephlawrencekirby@gmail.com

Phone No.
07872174077
07432126627
07921069038
07930356532
07878652816
07881856509
07986405374
07793814537
07811217188
07961371514
07855 273218
07552 216942

Newsletter Contributions
All contributions to the newsletter should reach James Eglon by 6-00 pm on a Sunday evening – the earlier the better. Please send any articles/
match reports/images to eggyowfc@gmail.com or via Whatsapp on 07986 405374

